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1900     4   30  CONCORD             MASSACHUSETTS
9.45 p.m. to 11.00 p.m.

1900     9   28  EASTPORT            MAINE
9 p.m. to 10.00 p.m.

Auroral arch of about 15 degrees altitude, observed from 9. to 10.50 p.m.

1900    10   25  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        
An aurora observed from 8:30 p.m.; consisted of a low dark segment surmounted by a narrow arch of light, quite marked, but no streamers.

1901     1   22  EASTPORT            MAINE          
From 6.50 p.m. to 7.30 p.m.

Faint auroral light, observed from 6.30 to 7.30 p.m.

1901     4   27  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        
A white glow in the northern sky during the evening which would probably have shown an aurora, in the absence of moonlight.

1901     9   10  EASTPORT            MAINE          
7.30 to 10 p.m.

Faint auroral light, observed from 7.30 to 10 p.m.

1901    10    8  EASTPORT            MAINE          
7.30 to 8.30 p.m.

Auroral arch, extending from NNE. to NNW., about 20o radius, observed from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. At 7.50 it was quite brilliant, several streamers reaching up towards the zenith. It gradually faded away, disappearing about 8:30 p.m.

1901    11    3  EASTPORT            MAINE          
9 to 11 p.m.

Auroral arch, about 22o radius, observed from 9 to 11 p.m.

1902    10   30  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        
An aurora observed from 8:00 p.m.; ending during the night of the 30th; partly obscured by clouds.

1902    11   23  EASTPORT            MAINE          
5.40 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Auroral arch of about 25 degrees altitude, observed from 5.40 to 7. p.m.

1902    11   23  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        
An aurora observed from 5:45 p.m. to 6:10 p.m.; azimuth 180o to 250o; intermittent white streamers to an altitude of 45o. Clear evening.

1903     7    1  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND   
from 8.15 p.m. to 8.30 p.m.

Aurora streamers were observed from 8:15 p.m. till 8:30 p.m.

1903     8   21  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT    
8 p.m. to 10.30 p.m.

There was quite a brilliant aurora from 8. p.m. to 10.30 p.m. There was an arch of light the centre of which was about 25 degrees above the horizon, and streamers of light extended from this arch towards the zenith for 25 to 35 degrees. The streamers would change every few minutes in length, breadth, color and brilliancy.

1903     8   21  EASTPORT            MAINE          
730 p.m. to 10.30 p.m.

Auroral arch of about 20o altitude observed from 7.30 to 10.30 p.m. 

1903     8   21  CONCORD             MASSACHUSETTS
the most brilliant display noted here for several years. Streamers reached an altitude of 85o and extended from S110oW to S210oW

1903     8   21  CONCORD             NEW HAMPSHIRE
8:30 p.m. into night (after 10 p.m.)

An auroral display was noted from 8:30 p.m., continuing into the night after 10 p.m.; it was first noted as an arch of light extending from about 135o, azimuth, to 225o azimuth; at 8:45 p.m. streamers of light began to extend upward from about 150o to 200o, azimuth, attaining a height of about 55o about 175o azimuth at 8:55 p.m. and to about 35o altitude at either side; the streamers of light disappeared by 9 p.m. but the arch of light continued to a height of about 22o. About 8:15 p.m. there appeared a band of light, from 3o to 5o in width, that extended from the horizon at about 90o, azimuth, to the horizon at about 270o, azimuth; this at first appeared as a band of light similar to the rays from an electric search as to color, but about 9:40 p.m. that portion near the zenith for a distance of about 40o assumed the character of short bands of cirrus clouds that were separated about 1o or 2o from each other and of about corresponding widths, and these were at right angles to the main light band; this arch of light gradually drifted to the southward about 15o and had disappeared by 10 p.m., the arch of light still showed in the north. No colors, other than the phosphorescent glow, was noted at any time.

1903     8   21  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND   
from 8:20 p.m. till 10.30 p.m.

There was a brilliant auroral display lasting from 8:20 p.m. till 10:30 p.m.; there were lively streamers during the most of the time.

1903     9   21  EASTPORT            MAINE          
9 p.m. to 11 p.m.

Auroral arch (faint) observed from 9. to 11. p.m. About 15o altitude.

1903     9   22  EASTPORT            MAINE          
7.30 p.m. to 11.15 p.m.

Auroral arch of about 25o altitude observed from 7.30 to 11.15 p.m.

1903    10   13  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS  
Began at 8.45 p.m. and disappeared at 9.45 p.m.

A faint aurora was observed from 8.45 p.m., to 9‑45 p.m.

1903    10   13  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        
Aurora from 6:45 p.m. to 8:00 p.m., consisted of stremaers, rising to an altitude of about 30o, azimuth 105o to 240o, no segment.

1903    10   29  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT    
Early a.m. Time not known exactly but it was observed at 4 a.m.
[Note: date may be 31st.]

Aurora early a.m. Not seen by observer.

1903    10   31  EASTPORT            MAINE          
5.30 to 6.20 p.m.

A brilliant auroral arch of about 30o altitude, observed from 5.30 to 6.20 p.m. four beams or shafts seemed to move from east to west.

1903    10   31  PORTLAND            MAINE          
5.50 p.m. to 6.10 p.m.

Auroral display reported from 5.50 p.m. to 6.10 p.m. ‑ not seen by observer 

1903    10   31  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS  
8.10 p.m. to 8.30 p.m.

Faint aurora observed from 8.10 p.m., to 8.30 p.m. The arch of light extended over an azimuth of south, 120 deg., west to south 240 deg., west, with an altitude of 15 deg., the arch had an average width of about 15 deg., with scattered and varying streamers extending to an altitude of 60 deg. Owing to the bright moonlight the aurora was not as bright to the eye as otherwise it might have been, and the light so far as observed, was faint white.

1903    10   31  CONCORD             MASSACHUSETTS
5.15 p.m. to 5.45 p.m.

1903    10   31  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS  
4.00 a.m. to 4.30 a.m.

A well defined aurora was observed by Keeper of Sankaty Light, from 4‑a.m., to 4‑30 a.m.

1903    10   31  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        
A brilliant aurora was observed from 3:00 a.m. to 5:30 a.m. in the form of streamers extending from near the horizon, meeting at the zenith, azimuth about 95o to 220o. No dark segment was observed, streamers occasionally showed crimson and violet tints.

1903    11   18  CONCORD             MASSACHUSETTS
early evening

1903    11   18  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND
from 6 p.m. till 7 p.m.

Aurora observed from 6 p.m. till 7 p.m.

1903    11   21  EASTPORT            MAINE          
From 6.50 to 10.45 p.m.

Auroral arch of about 15o altitude, observed from 6.50 to 10.45 p.m.

1903    12   13  EASTPORT            MAINE          
8 p.m. to 11 p.m.

Auroral arch of about 25o altitude, observed from 8. to 11. p.m.

1904     4   17  EASTPORT            MAINE          
8 p.m. to 1030 p.m.

Auroral arch of about 20o, observed from 8. to 10.30 p.m.

1904     8    3  EASTPORT            MAINE          
8.40 p.m. to 10.50 p.m.

Auroral arch of about 15o altitude, observed from 8.40 p.m. to 10.40 p.m.

1904     9    6  EASTPORT            MAINE          
9.30 to 11.45 p.m.

Auroral arch of about 20o altitude, observed from 9.30 to 11.45 p.m. Three beams or shafts, of about 7o, moved rapidly from west to east and back to west, between 9.50 and 10.25 p.m.

1904    10    6  EASTPORT            MAINE          
8.30 p.m. to 130 a.m. 7"

Brilliant auroral arch of about 30o altitude, observed from 8.30 p.m. and continues.

1904    10    7  EASTPORT            MAINE          
6.30 p.m. to 1.45 a.m. 8"

Auroral arch ended about 1.30 a.m. Seven beams of light were observed shooting up towards the zenith.
Brilliant auroral arch of about 20o altitude, observed at 6.30 p.m. and continues.

1904    10    8  EASTPORT            MAINE          
Auroral arch ended at about 1.45 a.m. Five beams of light of about 8o, were observed with a slight motion from west to east.

1905     1    5  CONCORD             MASSACHUSETTS
early evening

1905     2    1  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch observed from 6.30 to 10. p.m. About 15o altitude.

1905     2    2  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 10o, observed from 8 to 9 p.m.
1905     2    3  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 15o, observed from 6. to 9 p.m.

1905     3    1  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 12o altitude, observed from 7. to 11 p.m.

1905     3    2  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 12o altitude, observed from 6 to 11 p.m.

1905     3    2  CONCORD             MASSACHUSETTS
[monthly summary only]

1905     3    2  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
[monthly summary only]

At 3.30 a.m. a telephonic message was received from Ladd Observatory that an aurora borealis had appeared in the northern horizon. The display continued until daylight and consisted of a double arch with streamers between. The altitude of the upper arch was about ten degrees and had a span of about twenty degrees. Several days preceding this aurora an unusual amount of electricity was observed in the office, manifested by large pieces of paper adhering to each other, and it was then remarked that there was probably an electrical disturbance in the air. The day and night were clear, and the stars were shining brightly.
[Note on the atmospheric electricity: Entry of 3/3: There was much electricity in the air, but no aurora was observed. Entry of 3/4: Electrification of paper and other objects continued to a noticeable degree. Entry of 3/5: Strong electrification of paper and other objects was again observed.]

1905     3    3  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 15o altitude, observed from 8.30 to 11 p.m.

1905     3   14  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 15o altitude, observed from 7.30 p.m. to 10.30 p.m.

1905     3   15  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 15o altitude, observed from 9. to 11.30 p.m.

1905     3   30  EASTPORT            MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1905     3   31  EASTPORT            MAINE          
Auroral light, faint, observed from 8.30 p.m. to 9.30 p.m.

1905     4    1  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT    
[monthly summary only]

A short section of an aurora was observed in the northwest at 7.40 p.m. There were a few well defined streamers extending from fifteen to twenty degrees above the horizon.

1905     4    1  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 25o, observed from 8 to 9.40 p.m. 

1905     4    1  CONCORD             MASSACHUSETTS
[monthly summary only]

1905     4    1  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS
[monthly summary only]

Well defined aurora from 8:45 p.m. to 11: p.m. was reported by light‑house keeper Joseph G. Remsen.

1905     4    1  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
[monthly summary only]

An auroral display was observed from 9 p.m. to 10 p.m. It was not brilliant, and there was no arch. Streamers appeared at intervals of a few minutes and moved from east to west, vanishing as insidiously as they appeared. The altitude of the streamers was about eighteen degrees.

1905     4    2  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 25o, observed from 8.35 to 10.30 p.m.

1905     5   30  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]
Auroral arch of about 30o altitude, observed from 8.40 to 10.30 p.m.

1905     7    5  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        
An aurora from 9:30 p.m. to during the night; consisted of a faint coronal arch, with streamers to 70o altitude.

1905     8    2  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of 15o and five beams observed from 8.50 to 11.00 p.m.

1905     8    2  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        
An aurora from 9:30 p.m., ‑ time of ending unknown; consisted of a faint auroral arch with streamers to about 45o.

1905     8    3  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of 15o and four beams observed from 8.30 to 10.30 p.m.

1905     8   31  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Aurora observed from 8.10 to 9.00 p.m.

1905     9   25  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral light observed from 9.00 to 10.00 p.m.

1905     9   26  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral light observed from 8.00 to 9.30 p.m.

1905     9   26  PORTLAND            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Faint auroral arch, of about 16 degrees altitude and 90 degrees azimuth, observer from 7:20 p.m. to 7:40 p.m.

1905     9   29  EASTPORT            MAINE          
Faint Auroral light observed from 9.00 to 10.00 p.m.

1905    11   14  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 15o altitude observed from 9.00 to 10.40 p.m.

1905    11   21  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 15o altitude observed from 6.30 to 8.00 p.m.

1905    11   21  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        
A faint aurora visible from 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.; consisted of a low coronal arch, with a few streamers.

1905    12   12  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS
*
A well defined corona was observed from 8:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. [Note: probably not aurora, but some other meteorological phenomenon. Included here because time of day fits and "corona" is sometimes auroral, but usually associated with very active aurora ‑ no other station reports aurora for this date.]

1906     1   27  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Faint Auroral light observed at 10.00 p.m.

1906     2   24  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 40o altitude observed from 6.00 to 10.50 p.m. It extended NE by E to NW by W. Several beams shot up towards the zenith and there was a rapid movement from west to east.

1906     2   24  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS  
[monthly summary only]

Faint aurora observed from 7: p.m., to 10:30 p.m. This aurora was in the form of a complete arch with an altitude at the top of about 15o, and without perceptible streamers, and was of a whitish or pale yellowish color.

1906     2   24  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND
[monthly summary only]

1906     2   24  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        
On the 24th an Aurora was visible from 7:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. It consisted of a coronal arch; azimuth 110o to 240o; altitude of arch 35o; with streamers to 70o.

1906     3   12  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 15o altitude observed from 6.10 to 10.00 p.m.

1906     3   12  PORTLAND            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Faint auroral light observed from 7:20 p.m. to 9 p.m.

1906     3   24  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 10o altitude with several streamers observed from 9.00 to 11.30 p.m.

1906     5   19  BURLINGTON          VERMONT        
[monthly summary only]

First observed 9:00 p.m.; center of arch north‑northeast of station and about 20o above the horizon; azimuth of west end of arch about 150o; east end 220o; There was a sheet of light radiating upward from this arch 40o or more higher than the arch; within this sheet streamers appeared now and then, usually white, sometimes extending to within 10o of the zenith; in this sheet and just above the arch also appeared now and then striated spots, pea‑green and white; these spots were 4oa by 6o and would suddenly appear with intensified brilliancy, remain for a few moments and then as suddenly disappear. The striation was normal to the arch; at 9:15 p.m. color and arch had disappeared, leaving sheet of light and by 9:30 only a pale glow reaching 30o above horizon remained.

1906     5   20  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 30o altitude observed from 9.00 to 11.00 p.m.

1906     6    1  BURLINGTON          VERMONT        
There was a feeble auroral display from 9:10 p.m. to 9:55 p.m. Only white light was observed. The west end of the arch was almost due north, or 180o; the east end extended to about 255o; center of arch was about 20o above horizon; streamers of white light shot up from this arch some 25o, the most prominent ones appearing from the west end. There was very little glow after the disappearance of the arch.

1906     6   15  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 10o altitude observed from 11.00 p.m. to midnight

1906     8   12  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 15o altitude observed from 8.30 to 10.30 p.m.

1906     8   12  BURLINGTON          VERMONT        
[monthly summary only]

A mild auroral display was observed north of the station from 8:45 to 9:30 p.m. There was no coloring neither were there any streamers observed. The center of the arch was about 5o above the horizon.

1906     9   23  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Faint aurora of about 15o altitude observed from 8.30 to 11.00 p.m.

1906    12    8  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Brilliant auroral display observed from 5.50 to 7.30 p.m. with streamers

1906    12   16  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 20o altitude observed from 8.00 to 10.30 p.m.

1906    12   16  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        
Aurora on the 16th.

1907     2    7  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 25o altitude observed from 6.00 p.m. to midnight, also two large patches at intervals, one directly east and the other directly west of the observer, just above the horizon.

1907     2    7  PORTLAND            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

There was a rare display of northern lights between four and five a.m., the light effects being unusually brilliant. The streaming rays flashed up all along the northern sky, the electric white at the base graduallu assuming a scarlet hue until the streamers were lost in a ruddy glow. The rising sun doubtless gave the aurora the unusual coloration.

1907     2    7  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS  
A well defined aurora was observed by Keeper Remsen of Sankatu Light from 4: a.m., to 5: a.m. A well defined aurora was observed from 6:30 p.m., to 9: p.m.; aurora was quite brilliant and was in the form of a flattened arch or bow with occasional streamers, the longest of which reached half way to the zenith.

1907     2    7  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
[monthly summary only]

An aurora was observed at 5.00 a.m.

1907     2    7  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        
Auroras were observed on the 7th, 8th and 9th.

1907     2    8  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS  
[monthly summary only]

An auroral arch was reported by a visitor to the office to have been observed about 4 a.m. on the 8th. 

1907     2    8  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND   
[monthly summary only]

A small auroral display was observed from 7:50 p.m. till 7:55 p.m. It was a small patch of white light near the horizon, about 10o west of north.

1907     2    8  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        
[see entry for 2/7]

1907     2    9  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
[monthly summary only]

1907     2    9  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
[monthly summary only]

An aurora that was well defined but without brilliant colors was observed on the evening of the 9th.

1907     2    9  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS  
[monthly summary only]

At 8 p.m. on the 9th, a faint aurora, in the form of an arch, was observed. It was brightest in the east, reached nearly as the zenith, over towards the western horizon. No colors were seen, ‑‑ only a pale whiteness. The shape and brightness were rather unsteady. At times the aurora was barely visible. It was noted by the observer on duty at 8 p.m. and afterwards to about 8:30, and visitors reported observing it at 11 o'clock.

1907     2    9  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS  
*
[see Note, 2/7]

A well defined aurora was observed from 7: p.m. to 11: p.m., aurora varied very much in brilliancy, from time to time, thruout the display.

1907     2    9  CONCORD             NEW HAMPSHIRE  
[monthly summary only]

Aurora reliably reported to have been observed in evening.

1907     2    9  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND    Aurora 
[monthly summary only]

observed from 7:45 p.m. till 10.30 p.m. A faint sheet of white light covered nearly all the northern sky. There were no lively streamers or colored tints as are sometimes seen during auroral displays, but the magnitude of the display was unusual, extending as it did from near the horizon almost to the observer's zenith, with an azimuth from 110o to 250o.

1907     2    9  NARRAGANSETT PIER   RHODE ISLAND   
[monthly summary only]

About 7.50 p.m. an Aurora appeared in northeast extending in wave form from east to west, no streamers seen and no colors except white light, it started about one eighth above the horizon and extended up one fourth toward the zenith, lasted till about 10 p.m.

1907     2    9  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
[monthly summary only]

An aurora was observed in the evening

1907     2    9  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        
[see entry for 2/7]

1907     2   11  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS  
[monthly summary only]
On the 11th an aurora was observed inthe north at 9:30 p.m. It appeared as a pale, cloudy mass of light a little westward of due north, and a faint ray nearer north.

1907     2   11  CONCORD             NEW HAMPSHIRE
[monthly summary only]

1907     3    2  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS  
[monthly summary only]

An aurora was reported to have been observed between 3 a.m., and 4 a.m. Flashes occurred that were so bright as to be mistaken for lightning until the character of the phenomena was ascertained.

1907     3    9  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 15o altitude observed from 8.45 to 11.00 p.m.

1907     3    9  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS  
[monthly summary only]

Fairly well defined aurora was observed by Mr. Tracy from 9: p.m., to midnight; aurora was without streamers and appeared as a bright arch of whitish ot pale yellowish light extending from the horizon up into the sky for about 20o, the aurora was more brilliant toward midnight than earlier in the evening.

1907     3    9  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        
Auroras on the 9th, 10th, and 11th.

1907     3   10  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 20o altitude observed from 6.50 to 9.00 p.m.

1907     3   10  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS  
[monthly summary only]

An aurora was reported to have been observed about 12.30 a.m., as a broad band of light in the north.

1907     3   10  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS  
Aurora was observed by Mr. Remsen, Keeper of Sankaty Light from midnight to 2: a.m. 

1907     3   10  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        
[see entry for 3/9]
1907     3   11  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT 
[monthly summary only]

1907     3   11  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT    
[monthly summary only]

There was an aurora on the evening of the 11th. It was not observered by any of the station force but was reported as being quite brilliant.

1907     3   11  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Brilliant auroral display of about 20o altitude observed from 7.30 p.m. and continues.

1907     3   11  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS  
[monthly summary only]

A bright aurora was reported to have been observed before midnight.

1907     3   11  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS  
[monthly summary only]

A very handsome and well defined aurora was observed by Mr. Tracy, from 8: p.m., to midnight, it was at its brightest from 11: p.m., to midnight. Aurora was in the form of an arch of about 90o span, and presented an ever changing appearance, sometimes having many small streamers breaking out from all parts of the arch and reaching upward; and at other times having only one or two very large and long streamers, the longest of which reached nearly to the zenith. The longer streamers appeared mostly from the center of the arch. At the time of the aurora's greatest brilliancy there appeared to be waves of light thrown off from the center; these waves appeared like smoke or the glow from a large fire, and appeared and disappeared at regular intervals, like the throbbing of a huge engine; the waves ran up from the center of the aurora and disappeared in the sky.

1907     3   11  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND   
[monthly summary only]

A bright auroral arch was observed from 10:15 p.m. till 10.45 p.m. It was an arc of about 80o, with its center due north. Its altitude was 20o with a small dark arc underneath.

1907     3   11  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        
[see entry for 3/9]
1907     3   12  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral display continued until 3.00 a.m. at 2.30 the shafts extended almost to the zenith.

1907     3   12  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS
Aurora continued from midnight, but became dim after 1: a.m., and disappeared about 2:30 a.m.

1907     3   12  BURLINGTON          VERMONT        
[monthly summary only]

An auroral display, beginning about midnight and ending before early dawn of the 12th, was noted. From reports of those who witnessed the phenomenon, the center of the arch was about due north. The streamers extended almost to the zenith and the coloring was of considerable brilliance. The location of the azimuth could hardly be obtained with sufficient accuracy.

1907     5   18  BURLINGTON          VERMONT        
[monthly summary only]

An auroral display of faint outline was observed between 8 and 10 p.m. The center of the arch was slightly east of due north.

1907     6    3  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 20o altitude observed from 9.00 to 11.00 p.m.

1907     6   11  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 15o altitude observed from 8.40 to 10.30 p.m.

1907     7   10  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Brilliant auroral display of about 35o altitude observed from 8.40 to 10.20 p.m. with streamers.

1907     7   10  PORTLAND            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

An aurora observed from 8:45 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. It consisted of an arch of rather bright white light extending from horizon to horizon from east to west across the sky. Its direction was from a little south of east to a little north of west. The belt of light was some five or six degrees wide directly over head, and narrowed somewhat by prospective towards the horizon. When first seen its border was quite sharp and distinct. Its southern edge was about five degrees north of the star Altair in the constellation Aquila. It touched and partly covered the semi‑circle of stars in the Northern Crown, and was about ten degrees south of Arcturus. When first seen there was a distinct and repid billowy motion from east to west in the upper part of the arch and occasionally were seen rifts in the belt of light cutting across it diagonally from southeast to northwest. Slowly the whole arch drifted towards the south, widening at length to about twice its original breadth and growing gradually fainter till it disappeared about 9:30 p.m. In its shifting towards the south it came at last to be central over Altair, and was clear of the Crown for the most part, its northern edge barely touching it. Once about 9:20 p.m. there was a reappearance of the crests of light with intervening rifts of dark in the upper part, for a few seconds.

1907     7   10  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND   
[monthly summary only]

A faint aurora was observed from 9:45 p.m. until 10:45 p.m. It was not a marked display, being only a white arch with occasional white streamers.

1907     7   10  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        

1907     7   27  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 20o altitude observed from 9.00 to 11.00 p.m.

1907     7   27  BURLINGTON          VERMONT        
[monthly summary only]

A faint aurora was reported to have been observed between 9 and 10 p.m. 

1907     7   27  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        

1907     8    9  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral light observed from 9.30 to 10.30 p.m.

1907     9   12  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]
Auroral light observed from 9.30 to 10.30 p.m.

1907     9   26  EASTPORT            MAINE          
[monthly summary only]

Auroral arch of about 20o altitude observed from 8.30 to 10.00 p.m.

1907    10   14  NORTHFIELD          VERMONT        

1907    11    3  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND   
[monthly summary only]

Aurora seen from 7:15 p.m. till 10 p.m. It was simply a faint white arch about 20o in altitude, and azimuth extending from about 112o to 202o. There were no streamers or change in colors observed.

1908     2    3  EASTPORT            MAINE
Faint auroral arch observed from 7.30 to 9.50 p.m.

1908     2    5  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 25o altitude observed from 8.20 to 11.00 p.

1908     2   23  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
A moderately well‑defined aurora was observed between 8 and 10 p.m. The azimuth began at about 120o gegrees and ended at about 215o. The altitude was about 72o. The streamers showed slight coloring.

1908     2   29  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o altitude observed from 6.30 to 9.00 p.

1908     3   26  PORTLAND            MAINE
An aurora reported as observed at about 11 p.m. on the 26th instant.

1908     3   26  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
On the 26th at 8 p.m. an aurora was seen in the form of broad bands of light radiating from a point somewhat west of north.

1908     3   26  CONCORD             NEW HAMPSHIRE
quite a brilliant auroral display was noted for several hours on the evening of the 26th.

1908     3   26  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
An aurora was observed at 8.00 p.m. of the 26th.

1908     3   27  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
Auroras on 27 and 29. Both were of a pale yellowish color, without any especial distinction. The one on the 27th. however showed a narrow band of the consistency and color of a sharply defined line of clouds, extending southward beyond the horizon.

1908     3   27  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS
A well defined aurora was observed from 8: p.m. to 8:15 p.m., when it disappeared very suddenly. Capt., Joseph Remsen, Keeper of Sankaty Light called this office on the telephone at 8: p.m., and reported a peculiar band of light across the heavens. I immediately went into the yard and observed a complete arc reaching from west to east, thru the sky above the station, and slightly to the south of the zenith. This band of light was pale white and stars were visible thru it. Its dimensions were that of a well defined rainbow or about 1o, and by ascending the tower small white streamers could be seen in the extreme western quadrant, these streamers had an altitude of about 20 degrees.

1908     3   27  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND
An unusual atmospheric phenomenon occurred from 8.02 p.m. to 8.15 p.m. A band of whitish gray extended from east to west across the sky, with an open space of possibly 20o at each end. Except for this band the sky was perfectly clear. Venus and Jupiter shone brightly at the time, and the band was slightly to the north of these planets, and a little south of the observer's zenith. At the 8 p.m. observation the weather was cloudless, with the barometer 30.22, temperature 45o, wind north, 3 miles, and humidity 95%. Had the band been in the northern sky it might have been taken for an auroral display. It was two hours after sunset, but the observer is at a loss to account for the phenomenon except that it may have been a twilight effect. The observer has seen issolated cloud formations somewhat resembling the phenomenon, but never before under the same conditions or in so marked a degree. The band was not more than a degree in width at any part. It bent to north a little at the center, and disappeared slowly from east to west. The phenomenon was so strikingly unusual that it caused general comment and speculation regarding its cause, by all who saw it.

1908     3   29  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
[see entry for 3/27]

1908     4    4  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o altitude, observed from 10 to 11 p.m.

1908     4    7  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 25o altitude observed from 8.40 to 11. p.m. 3 beams or shafts of about 10o shot up towards the zenith with a quick movement from west to east.

1908     4    7  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
A faint aurora was observed at about 9.00 p.m. of the 7th. No special phenomena of note were observed.

1908     4    7  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
An aurora of moderate distinctness was observed at 9 p.m., and it lasted to as late as midnight. Its azimuth was from about 160o to 200o. The streamers reached nearly to the zenith.

1908     4   23  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o altitude observed from 8.40 to 11. p.m.

1908     4   24  EASTPORT            MAINE
Faint auroral arch observed from 9. p.m. to 11. p.m.

1908     5    1  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o from 9.30 to 10.

1908     5   10  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
Auroras on the 10th. and 25th.

1908     5   10  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
An aurora of fairly well‑defined features was seen at 10:30 p.m. and reported to this office.

1908     5   22  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o, observed from 8.40 p.m. to 10.30. p.m. Three shafts or beams, of about 8o observed from 9.30 to 10.00 p.m.

1908     5   25  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
[see entry for 5/10]

1908     5   25  NANTUCKET           MASSACHUSETTS
A well defined aurora was observed from 9: p.m., to 10:30 p.m., when it became too faint to show definitely. Aurora stretched along the northern horizon for about 60o and appeared in the form of an irregular arch of white light. Aurora was constantly changing in appearance, sometimes having well defined streamers, sometimes simply lighting the sky in the north without definite arch or streamers. Streamers appeared from different places in the arch sometimes from the ends and sometimes from the center, the longest were from the center and were about 60o in height. 

1908     5   25  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
A good display of aurora was visible at 9 p.m. and continued until 11 p.m. It was not seen by the Observer at this Office, and the altitude and azimuth could not be accurately determined.

1908     6   16  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral light observed from 9.30 to 10. p.m.

1908     6   17  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o altitude observed from 9. to 10.45 p.m.

1908     6   25  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 9. to 11. p.m.

1908     7   15  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
An aurora was observed on the 15th.

1908     8    8  EASTPORT            MAINE
Brilliant auroral arch observed from 9. to 11.30 p.m. about 20o altitude, six beams or shafts shot up towards the zenith, and receded and had a rapid movement from west to east.

1908     8    9  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
A brilliant aurora was observed along the northern horizon during the early part of the night of the 9th.

1908     8   18  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o observed from 7.40 p.m. and continues.

1908     8   18  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
A bright auroral display was observed from 8:15 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Particulars as to location and formation could not be very definitely determined from the report of the person who observed it. 

1908     8   19  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch ended at about 3. a.m. Six shafts or beams of about 10o shot up towards the zenith, and some of them had a quick movement from West to East. Auroral arch of about 15o, observed from 9. to 11.30 p.m.

1908     8   21  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o, observed from 9 to 11.45 p.m.

1908     8   21  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
An aurora was reported to this office as being observed from 9 to 10 p.m. on this date. Not of exceptional brightness.

1908     9    4  EASTPORT            MAINE
Brilliant auroral arch observed from 6.35 to 11.45 p.m. Altitude about 20o, between 8 and 9 p.m. waves of light flashed up towards the zenith and at times, extended south of the zenith.

1908     9    4  GREENVILLE          MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1908     9    4  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
An aurora of great brilliancy was observed on the night of the 4th, from about 8.00 to 8.30 p.m. The streams of light through the brightest portion reached to the zenith. Azimuth, S135oW to 225oW Another of similar aspect and location occurred on the night of the 29th, Altitude 90o, Azimuth S135oW to 225oW.

During the auroral display of the 4th a brilliant meteor was observed in the northeast at 8.26 p.m. It was apparently consumed as it disappeared at an altitude of 25o from the horizon. Another meteor was observed at 7.20 p.m. of the 17th. It is reported to have fallen into the Harbor between Winthrop and Apple Island, the hissing of steam and splash of the water being plainly discernible.

1908     9    4  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND
There was a brilliant auroral display from 8.30 p.m. to 10.30 p.m.; there were lively streamers during the time.

1908     9    4  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
An aurora was observed from about 8.00 p.m. to 9.00 p.m. of the 4th, and at 8.00 p.m. of the 29th.

1908     9    4  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
An aurora was observed from 9 p.m., lasting until some time in the night. The center of the arch was north‑northeast and the display was of unusual width. The altitude was reported as exceeding 90 degrees.

1908     9    5  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 8. to 10 p.m. four shafts of light were observed at intervals between 8 and 9 p.m.

1908     9   11  GREENVILLE          MAINE
[monthly summary only]

1908     9   11  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND
A faint aurora was observed from 8:15 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

1908     9   17  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 30o, observed from 8.30 to 10.30 p.m.

1908     9   29  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
An aurora was observed on the 29th.

1908     9   29  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
There was a beautiful aurora on the evening of the 29th. The streamers at times reached the zenith. At about 10.45 p.m. while the aurora was at its heighth a bright meteor was observered passing from the southwest to the northeast and was plainly above the aurora.

1908     9   29  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o observed from 10 p.m. to midnight.

1908     9   29  PORTLAND            MAINE
A brilliant aurora was observed from 7:50 p.m. to about midnight on the 29th instant. It was extensive, covering the sky from the west clear around to the east, with streamers frequently reaching to the zenith. A large cumulus cloud was first observed in the north back from which greenish‑yellow shafts of light darted forth. The cloud seemed to form a rugged line above which the aurora was making a spectacular display. Shortly this cloud became suddenly dissipated and scattered, its dark rays producing the effect of a silent explosion. Then the whole sky was aglow with Northern Lights. Concentric from a point near the zenith were waving shafts of light of swift and undulating motion. These lights radiated from a common center untill they illuminated the entire sky.

1908     9   29  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
[see entry for 9/4]

1908     9   29  CONCORD             NEW HAMPSHIRE
A very brilliant auroral display was noted on the evening of the 29th, lasting from 7 p.m. to nearly midnight.

1908     9   29  BLOCK ISLAND        RHODE ISLAND
Brilliant aurora observed from 8:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. It consisted of an arch of grayish white light of about 45o azimuth; with a multitude of luminous colored streamers shooting up to an altitude of 90o.

1908     9   29  NARRAGANSETT PIER   RHODE ISLAND
[monthly summary only]

1908     9   29  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
[see entry for 9/4] 

1908     9   29  BURLINGTON          VERMONT

1908     9   30  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 9 to 11 p.m. 3 shafts of light shot‑up towards the zenith.

1908    10    3  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
A faint aurora was observered on the 3rd from 7.45 p.m. to 8.30 p.m. It was near the horizon and there was no well defined arch. Azimuth 170 to 190 degrees and extended about 15 or 20 degrees above the horizon.

1908    10    3  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 9. to 10.30 p.m.

1908    10    4  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 10o observed from 9. to 10. p.m.

1908    10    5  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 25o observed from 7. to 9.30 p.m.

1908    10   12  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o observed from 7.50 to 10. p.m. Several beams or shafts shot up towards the zenith.

1908    10   13  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o observed from 7.15 to 11. p.m. Several beams of light shot up towards the zenith.

1908    10   31  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o observed 9. to 11. p.m.

1908    11   14  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 18o observed from 6.30 to 9 p.m. It extended from northwest to northeast.

1908    11   17  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
An Aurora on the 17th. The aurora was observed from 7:30 to 8:10 p.m. Azimuth of extremities 247.5o and 292.5o. Altitude of crown about 15o of Extremities 0o. The arch consisted of a feint glow, with small particles of light, probably streamers. The latter did not reach the crown of the arch.

1908    11   17  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
There was faint auroral light observered on the 17th from 7.40 p.m. until shortly after 8.‑ p.m. when the weather became cloudy. The aurora was in the north azimuth 150 to 210 degrees. It extended 10 to 15 degrees above the horizon.

1908    11   17  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral light observed from 8. to 9.50 p.m.

1909     2    9  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 10o altitude observed from 8.20 p.m. to 10.00 p.m. It extended from about northwest to northeast.
1909     2   21  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 30o altitude, extending from W.NW to E.NE, observed from 7.30 p.m. and continued.

1909     2   22  EASTPORT            MAINE
Aurora continued until 2.00 a.m. Several shafts or beams of light were observed, the highest about 10o above the crown of arch and they moved from west to east.

1909     3   19  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 30o altitude, extending from N.NW to NE observed from 7.30 p.m. to 10.50 p.m.

1909     3   21  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
 ... and an Aurora on the 21st. It was observed at observation time, and had azimuth of extremities 248o to 292o, est. Altitude of crown 10o, extremities 0o. The arch consisted of a feint glow, and no streamers were noticed.

1909     3   21  PORTLAND            MAINE
Aurora 21st

1909     3   21  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
An aurora was observed from 8.30 p.m. to 9.45 p.m. of the 21st. There was a double arch. From the upper arch, bright streamers extended upward. The aurora moved eastward.

1909     4   11  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch (faint) of about 20o altitude observed from 8.35 p.m. to 10.45 p.m. It extended from N.NW to NE.

1909     5   15  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 8.30 p.m. to 10.30 p.m. It extended from N.W. to N.E.

1909     5   15  BLUE HILL           MASSACHUSETTS
One of the brightest auroras seen in recent years at Blue Hill Observatory was visible for several hours on the evening of May 15 last. When first observed, at 8:58 p.m., it formed three detached luminous patches, the two brightest having been near the zenith. At 9:10 p.m. the latter two merged to form one large bluish‑grey mass, of unusual brightness. After that, the luminosity changed rapidly from moment to moment, while the form was altered but slightly, the whole mass moving slowly to the south and west. For about three quarters of an hour the main mass took the shape of a long‑handled dipper, the bowl appearing like the head, and the handle ike the tail of a huge comet, which many people thought the phenomenon to be. At 10:36 p.m. it was seen as five detached areas of light, which, after about ten minutes, joined to form an unbroken arch which reached from west to east almost entirely across the sky, the highest point passing slightly to the south of the zenith. After 11 o'clock the arch broke up into separate masses which changed in brilliancy from time to time, but gradually faded until all had disappeared by 11:30 p.m. In the two hours from 8:59 p.m. to 10:59 p.m. the mass moved as a whole about 25o toward the south and about 30o toward the west, as measured from a point near the center of the main mass which was originally about 5o to the north of the zenith. After 11 o'clock we had the unusual condition of the "northern lights" entirely to the south of a west‑to‑east line through the zenith. It is also worthy of note that the southern border was at all times a distinct and close‑cut line, while the northern border was everywhere indefinite, gradually dying out at about 30o to the north of the zenith. During the course of the evening the luminous area varied in width from 10o to about 35o.

The aurora was remarkable on account of its unusual position, its rapid changes in brilliancy, and its varying shape. The color was a pale bluish‑gray, no iridescence having been seen at any time. Moreover, there was no suggestion of streamers or rapidly‑moving iridescent patches, often referred to as "merry dancers." When the aurora was at its maximum brilliancy only the stars of brightest magnitude could be seen in that region of the sky, and the "milky way" was rendered entirely invisible. Over nine‑tenths of the sky was cloudless throughout the evening, a trace of alto‑stratus having been visible above the northern horizon, and an equal amount of cumulo‑nimbus with distant lightning having been seen far off to the west.
                                   Andrew H. Palmer
[37 MWR 156‑157 (1909)]

1909     5   15  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
An aurora was observed on the night of the 15th. from 8.30 p.m. until after 11.00 p.m. The illumination was in two parts: ‑ one, a small circular patch about 3o in diameter and 10o above the horizon; the other, about 20o higher, was oval in form, and extended up past the zenith. But little pulsation or variety of color was noted, the light being more in the nature of a nebulous, whitish glow.

1909     5   15  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
An aurora was observed from 8.10 p.m. to 10.30 p.m. of the 15th. It consisted of patches of white light in the north which, at times, reached to the zenith.

1909     6   23  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of 15o degrees altitude, extending from NN.W. to N.E., observed from 9.00 p.m. to 10.00 p.m.
1909     6   23  BURLINGTON          VERMONT
A faint aurora was observed with center slightly to the east of north from 9 p.m. to 10 p.m.

1909     7   14  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o, extending from N.W. to N.N.E. observed from 9.00 p.m. to 10.30 p.m. 

1909     7   22  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 20o observed from 8.30 p.m. to 10.30 p.m. It extended from N.W. to N.E.

1909     8    8  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 9.00 p.m. to 11.00 p.m. It extended from N.W. to N.E. Several shafts of light of about 10o shot up from crown of arch toward the zenith.

1909     8    9  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
Aurora Borealis was observed in the northern sky at about 1.45 a.m. of the 9th.

1909     9    8  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 8.30 p.m. to 9.45 p.m. It extended from N.W. to N.E. One shaft of about 8o observed from 9.00 p.m. to 9.30 p.m.

1909     9   20  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral light observed from 9.00 p.m. to 10.00 p.m.

1909     9   21  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 7.00 p.m. to 8.20 p.m. It extended from N.W. to N.N.E.

1909    10    8  EASTPORT            MAINE
Auroral arch of about 15o observed from 9.00 p.m. to 11.00 p.m. It extended from about N.N.W. to N.E. Five beams of light of about 8o shot up from crown of arch.

1909    10   18  HARTFORD            CONNECTICUT
There was an exceptionally brilliant display of the Aurora on the 18th. between the hours of 8:10 and 9:30 p.m. with occasional obscurations by fast moving alto stratus clouds. Azimuth of extremities about 157.5 and 202.5. It was of pure white radience and would break into narrow streamers, shooting close to the zenith.

1909    10   18  NEW HAVEN           CONNECTICUT
There was an aurora on the 18th but it was not seen by any of the station force.

1909    10   18  BOSTON              MASSACHUSETTS
A brilliant aurora was observed on the 18th, for about two hours, beginning at 9.30 p.m., diminishing after midnight.

1909    10   18  PROVIDENCE          RHODE ISLAND
An aurora took place from 8.30 p.m. of the 18th to about 12.45 a.m. of the 19th. It was not observed by any of the station force. This phenomenon was reported to the station by an amateur astronomer, and was afterwards verified by the Ladd Observatory of Brown University.

1909    12    1  BURLINGTON          VERMONT 
Aurora. First observed at 6.05 p.m. At 9 p.m. the rising moon and increasing clouds from the north interfered with the display.

When first seen it was in the form of an arch about 10o in width, altitude from 5o to 15o; azimuth 150o to 210o. The dark segment beneath was quite well defined. At 6.40 p.m. the arch took on a faint greenish glow which was brightest directly under Megrez, ([symbol for delta]) Ursa Major. The glow gradually spread throughout the arch and at about the same time a second arch was observed some 5o nearer the zenith, altitude 20o to 25o. At 7.05 p.m. the first arch had faded out materially, the second was complete and much brighter, and greenish streamers were moving laterally from east to west over the entire length. This condition continued intermittently during the display.




